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Mentos is a refreshing and delicious mint with a unique chew.
It was first created in 1950 and is distributed worldwide by the
Perfetti Van Melle company. It is available in stores and vending
machines. Our target market is comprised of men and women
between the ages of 18-34 that strive to be their best selves—
and that includes having fresh breath. With many competitors in
the mint market, our campaign highlights the benefits of Mentos and how it differs from other mints. Our big idea, “It’s More
Than A Mint,” positions Mentos as a product that exceeds its
competitors. In our campaign, we personified Mentos and portrayed them in situations that gave the brand an idealized image that our target market can relate to. Through print, Internet,
and brand activation executions, Sunflower Media’s mission is
to give Mentos an edge that other mints don’t have, ultimately
making it the right choice for our target market.
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agency identity

The best way to grow a sunflower that stands head and shoulder above the rest is to first plant seeds and
then nurture it with plentiful water and sunlight. At Sunflower Media, we treat our clients much like we
treat our sunflowers. Our soil is built on research, and our organic ideas help our clients grow tall. Created by a team of 4, innovative advertising plans and memorable brand executions give clients the results
they desire—the results that blossom change.

Listen. Research. Plan.
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Communicate. Create.

Review. Feedback. Execute.

history of mentos
1900

Van Melle was founded in Breskens, Netherlands

1932

Brother Michael and Pierre Van Melle come up with the the idea of
Mentos and begin collaborating to make the mint

1946
1960

Perfetti was founded in Lainate, Italy

1975
2001

The first US Mentos sales office opens in Massachusetts

2005
2015

Mentos introduces Mentos Gum in Europe

The Mentos roll is created and distributed throughout the world

Van Melle and Perfetti merge to become Perfetti Van Melle

Mentos introduces new Spearmint flavor
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We live in a society where healthy is the new trendy. This includes having simple ingredients that consumers can understand (i.e. not using
long and confusing chemicals). Mentos Mint takes pride in having the least complex ingredients, as it has no sugar substitutes or flavor additives. Mentos also understands the importance of labeling. The brand ensures that those with dietary restrictions should stay away from
certain products. Being a worldwide brand, Mentos are made in many factories that have Hala and Kosher certification that meet Islamic and/
or Jewish dietary requirements.

mpetitive
CoAlthough
Mentos is not America’s number one breath mint, it does hold it’s place in the saturated market of mints. There are multiple different
brands, and brand extensions that all fall under the “mint category.” Also, most of the products use point of sale; they are placed in locations
where shoppers check out of grocery stores or local pharmacies. Some major competitors of Mentos include Ice Breakers, Tic Tacs, Altoids
and Lifesavers. The competitors also expand into products like Eclipse and Breath Savers. In a market with so many competitors, Sunflower
Media must focus on differentiation.

Economic

Over the past few years, value market share has been rising for the global manufacturer of Mentos, Perfetti Van Melle. Due to fast growth
of the share of sugar-free products, the manufacturer has launched several new sugar-free Mentos products, such as Mentos Pure Fresh
Breath. Consumers prefer Mentos because it offers quality and prices suitable for its target market. The classic product, Mentos Mint, gives
consumers a high quality consumable in unique packaging; and the inexpensive mints ultimately leaves consumers happy in their wallets, and
happy with their choice of mints. Among its competitors, Mentos Mint is the least expensive mint choice. In Wegmans Food Markets, Mentos
costs just $0.99, whereas Tic Tac Freshmints are $1.39, Life Savers Mints are $1.69, Altoids Mints are $1.99, and Ice Breakers Mints are $1.99.
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There have been several acts created that have placed standards on the size and packaging of breath mints. The Nutrition Labeling and Education Act, for example, requires that every food product has a serving size and equivalent number of calories stated on the package. Breath
mints have posed problems for the FDA, which took many years to classify serving size and associated calories. The FDA initially lumped
breath mints in the hard candy category. Hard candies have a single serving of 0.5oz (15 g). This was an issue because 0.5oz (15 g) equals a
whole package of breath mints. When the FDA then changed the single serving to 0.07oz (2 g), mint producers objected. Lawyers for Mentos
claimed that this single serving would be five of their mints. Eventually, the FDA ruled that a single serving should equal a single unit—one
mint—regardless of size.
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competitor analysis

Strengths:
-Multitude of flavors
-Recognizable
packaging
-Acquired by Hershey

Strengths:
-Established brand since
1913
-Diverse product (gummies/mints)
-Acquired by Mars

Weaknesses:
Weaknesses:
-Weak store placement
-Claims of pain
-Outdated
and throat burning -Highest amount of calories

Strengths:
-Unique product, none
like it
-Recognizable packaging
-Flip-action lid
-Variety of flavors

Strengths:
-Been around since
the 1780’s
-Over 400 variations
-Acquired by Wrigley’s
-Recognizable packaging

Weaknesses:
-Lack of brand exposure
-Lack of shelf presence

Weaknesses:
-Wrigley’s altered recipe
-More expensive compared to other brands
-Low social media following
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SWOT analysis
Strengths
-High quality product
-Attractive packaging that is easy to hold and store
-One of the few chewable mints on the market
-Variety of flavors
-Available in more than 150 countries across the
globe
-Very well-made and easy to navigate website

es

Opportuniti

-Customized packaging for different countries
-Potential for even more line extension marketing
techniques (newer flavors, shapes, packaging)
-Sugar-free products
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Weaknesses
-Limited market share in the highly competitive
market
-Media coverage for Mentos promotions and advertisements is infrequent and lacking in success
based on gross impressions by target market
-Not long lasting in comparison to gum

Threats
-International competitors
-Domestic competitors
-Controversy of the Coke and Mentos, ‘Mentos
geysers”
-Possible impact on increasing Inflation rates in the
targeted countries

objectives and budget
nd
Marketing a
Advertising
As a result of our campaign, sales for
Mentos will increase by 6%. This will be
achieved by differentiating Mentos from
other mints and increasing brand awareness.

Budget
We will have a total of $13 million to distribute over a collection of media vehicles. The budget will be strategically
allocated as follows:

Focusing primarily on men and women
ages 18-34, we will raise the brand’s comprehension rate by 75% and conviction
rate by 60%. In other words, 75% of our
target audience will understand our message, and 60% will consider buying the
product.
Additionally, we will have an effective
reach of 75% with an effective frequency
of 3. This means that we will reach 75%
of the market at least 3 times during the
time of the campaign.

Time Frame
Our campaign will run for 12 months beginning in January of
2016 and ending in the December of that year.
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- Determine overall perceptions of Mentos brand in comparison to its competitors
- Understand the benefits our target market seeks from mints
- Discover the consumer behavior of our target market and when they are consuming mints

Primary

We conducted two different research methods to gain insight on perceptions and interactions with
the Mentos brand. First, we created a comprehensive survey that was distributed by each team
member. We collectively received 100 responses. Our second method of primary research was
conducting a focus group. Our participants consisted of 10 college students, seven female and
three males. In the focus group, we asked questions pertaining to the participants’ experience with
Mentos to better understand when and why people prefer mints.
In our survey results, we found that 41% of our participants are consuming mints 1-2 times a
week, and only 8% of our participants are consuming mints daily. This discovery shows that many
of our participants are not considered heavy mint consumers. When asked how often they purchase mints, 56% of participants said never, which means increasing purchase intent is a priority
for our brand. More than half of our participants said they value mints for giving them fresh breath,
which is a benefit that is important to incorporate into our creative strategy. Lastly, only 9% of our
participants said they purchase Mentos most often in comparison to their competitors. This suggests Mentos is lacking brand preference and loyalty.
In our focus group, we spent more time understanding how consumers view the Mentos brand and
their experiences with the mint. When asked what words first come to mind after the moderator
said “Mentos,” four of the ten participants said coke or soda, in reference to the “Mentos and Diet
Coke” challenge that was a viral sensation in 2005. This suggests that Mentos has not had any recent recognizable marketing to separate the brand from the viral event. Another interesting insight
was that all ten participants admitted to having not consumed a Mentos in over a year, with two
participants having last consumed a Mentos in high school. This lack of consumption suggests that
we need to find ways to position Mentos as a brand to try out again, and to increase brand loyalty.
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Exploratory
We conducted our secondary research on Simmons OneView to better
understand when and
why our target market was
consuming mints. We also
were able to gain a better
understanding of how often
our target market interacts
with various media. We
found that a significant
amount of our target market
values oral hygiene. We
also collected and analyzed social media reviews
that mentioned Mentos to
understand current perceptions. During our research,
the Mentos and Diet Coke
Challenge repetitively came
up, suggesting many people
associate the two brands.

brand value proposition
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Functional
Mentos delivers instant
fresh breath to consumers anywhere, at any
time. By stacking the
mints in a tube-shaped
package, Mentos eliminates any extra or unused
space. The compact
packaging can be carried
around with ease; it allows the product to fit in
a purse, back pocket, or
backpack. Beyond being
extremely portable, Mentos packaging is 100%
“rattle-free,” meaning
the mints do not move
around or make noise like
some of its competitors.

Emotional
Mints do more than simply
fix bad breath. They provide
consumers with a satisfying taste and illuminating
confidence that can carry
them throughout their day.
Unlike other mints, Mentos
offers a quick fix with its
candy-like yumminess. This
makes the product seem
less like a mint and more
like a treat. Reward yourself with a Mentos treat to
help you have an especially
great day.

People who consume
Mentos show that
they care. When people share Mentos with
friends, they care about
giving others happiness. The unique taste
of Mentos Mint helps
consumers be their
best self. The refreshing
chewiness gets them
to forget about daily
problems and worries
by encouraging them to
make smart, rewarding
decisions throughout
the day.
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target market
18-22

The Energizer is a college student

who is focused in class, but also looks for
any occasion to celebrate. Whether it’s
someone’s birthday or a high exam score,
the Energizer is ready for a fun night, and
won’t let anyone go to sleep until 4 a.m.
Through class and parties, the Energizer
has accumulated many social connections and loves to continue meeting
people. To keep them going, this partier
seeks ways to keep their breath fresh
and feel alert, but does not like the hassle
and commitment of chewing gum when
their busy dancing the night away.ing
people. To keep them going, the partier
seeks ways to keep their breathe fresh and
feel alert, but they don’t like the hassle
and commitment of chewing gum when
they’re busy dancing the night away.
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30-34
23-29

The Mingler

has just graduated
college and entered the workforce.
They have a great group of friends,
and have recently immersed themselves into the dating scene. They
aren’t necessarily looking to settle
down, but want to explore their
options and see what comes their
way. The Mingler is optimistic and
open-minded, and hopes to present
themselves in the best way possible.
The Mingler really likes gum because
of the benefit of fresh breath, but
feels it’s rude to chew gum on a date
and is seeking an alternative.

The Go-Getter is married and

works at a company they love.
They have big dreams for the future and hope their hard work will
pay off and result in a promotion.
Coworkers rely on the Go-Getter
to be the face of presentations,
the voice of the group, and the
leader for meetings. The Go-Getter stays on top by feeling good,
and does so by always keeping
gum nearby to have prior to a
meeting. The Go-Getter needs
fresh breath for their day-to-day
interactions in the office, and is
open to alternatives that can deliver the same results as gum in a
more efficient manner.
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Many people are no longer buying mints. From our survey, 56 out of 100 people said that they have
never purchased mints. Mint consumers, however, indicated that they purchase brands other than
Mentos. On average, consumers buy Ice Breakers, Tic Tacs and Altoids over Mentos. In our focus
group, we found that none of our participants have purchased Mentos within the past year, or
could recall one Mentos advertisement. Their limited interaction with the brand shows that Mentos is not in our participant’s evoked set for mints.
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Through our research, we discovered that people ages 18-34 purchase mints to have fresh breath.
From our results, Sunflower Media will position Mentos as a mint that provides a quick chew and
fresh breath.
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The quick chew and lasting freshness of Mentos provides an instant gratification that gives the
consumer more confidence to channel their best self.
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big idea

it’s more
than a mint
14

creative overview
ategy
Creative Str
Our campaign aims to position Mentos as the mint that stands out from the pack. We will achieve
this mentality by portraying scenarios that showcase how Mentos benefits the consumer. In addition, we hope to encourage the consumer to understand the comparative advantage Mentos has
to other mints. In each scenario, the focus will be on a Mentos character and its superiority over
other mints, with copy that instills a desire in the consumer to choose Mentos

n
Art Directio
Our advertisements will have the same colors depicted on Mentos packaging to help consumers
with brand recognition. The Mentos character will be in the spotlight of each advertisement and
amongst other mints that are simply recognizable by shape. The cartoon-like portrayal of the advertisements allows us to position the Mentos brand as fun and light-hearted.

Copywriting
The copy of our advertisements will help the consumer understand the benefits of Mentos and
how it stands out from other mints. In each advertisement, our big idea “It’s More than a Mint” will
be used as headline copy to catch the consumer’s attention, followed by body copy that explains
why Mentos is the right choice for each scenario.
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print advertisements
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print advertisements
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internet and FSI
Skyscraper

When flipped to the wink image, a ding will sound
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A scratch and sniff sticker to be placed in various newspapers
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online commercial
With our online video, we aim to portray Mentos as making the best of any situation, and making common occurrences such as
rainy days enjoyable. The commercial juxtaposes vibrant colors with a rainy day. The Mentos character is whistling the tune of
“Happy” by Pharrell Williams. We want to push the message that Mentos is the perfect pick me up on even the dreariest of days.

It’s a cloudy day and raining heavily. Mentos,
Lifesavers, and Peppermints shuffle their
way through the rain with black umbrellas.

The Mentos continues to whistle as he flies
up to the clouds and dances through them.

Behind the crowd of mints, a single Mentos
peeks out. The Mentos begins to whistle
“Happy” by Pharrell Williams.

The Mentos lands back down to the ground. Narrator says: Even
a rainy day is worth celebrating. With a secret chew and noticeable freshness, Mentos keeps you looking on the bright side..

The crowd of mints divide, and the Mentos
character is front and center with a colorful
umbrella that keeps him dry from the rain.

Music fades, Screen fades to blue and the
tagline “It’s More than a Mint - it’s your little
pick me up.” appears.
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creative testing
When pretesting our creative concepts on members of our target market, we received very positive responses. After viewing the advertisements, participants noted
that everything—from the images to the copy—was very fun and eye-catching. They
commented positively on our Mentos character. One participant stated, “He just
makes me smile!” Another person said, “It makes the ads memorable.” Participants
all liked the slogan, “It’s More than a Mint.” In fact, a high majority of people said that
this made sense because Mentos bridges a gap between mints and candy, or mints
and gum. There were some constructive comments on the placement of the images
and copy within the advertisements that we adjusted for the final product.
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media strategy and objectives
Strategy
Reach and Frequency
Through this campaign, we plan on generating an effective
reach of 75% with an effective frequency of 3; meaning that
we will reach 75% of the market at least three times during
the campaign. Additionally, we plan to raise the brand’s
comprehension rate by 75% and conviction rate by 60%. In
other words, 75% of our target audience will understand our
message, and 60% will consider buying the brand.
We will be using a pulsing continuity for our campaign. This is
the best way to effectively reach our target audience continuously throughout the year, while increasing our advertisements during certain times in the year. We want exposure
of our message to increase during months of high activity,
including August, December, and May. These months are the
most important months when internships (beginning of Fall,
Spring, Summer) and job openings become available for people, and when school starts back up. December also holds
our biggest gift giving holidays where Mentos would make a
great stocking stuffer or little gift.

Length/Size (of all advertisements)
We have three full-color magazine advertisements sized at
8.5” X 11”; Online video :30 second commercial; Online Skyscraper advertisements sized at 120 X 600 (pixels/sec); Free
Standing Inserts sized at one half page each.

Objectives
Reach the Target Audience
Our target audience consists of men and women between
the ages of 18-34. Our main focus will be to reach a few
different segments within our target market. We hope to reach
young adults ages 18-22 who want a mint to freshen their
breath before a big date or a fun party with friends. We also
hope to reach the men and women in our market ages 23-29
who want fresh breath and a boost of self-confidence before
nerve-racking job interviews. Lastly, we hope to reach the
older segment of our target audience, men and women ages
30-34, who are already employed and need a quick minty
treat that will give them confidence before an important
meeting, presentation to clients, or any other important work
obligations.

Geographic scope of the placement
Our campaign will reach audiences nationally and regionally. Our three magazine advertisements and online video
advertisements will be placed nationally. However, we will
be placing our Point-of-Purchase advertisements strategically
throughout metropolitan areas; such as, New York City, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Washington D.C.

Message Weight
Our message will be equally weighted across the nation. All
of our print advertisements and internet advertisements will
be distributed nationally, while still being placed in carefully
selected outlets targeted to our target market.
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media choices
US Weekly

magazines

Weekly is a print and digital American magazine that is published weekly
Circulation: 2,032,581 US
and focuses on the lives of celebrities, fashion, beauty and the entertain-

ment industry. The magazine format is made up of short articles accompanied by many photographs. US Weekly’s target audience is between the ages of 18-44 and is primarily made up of young and educated women, but
also reaches a male audience. The majority of their subscribers are college students and people in the workforce, which fits the demographics of the market that we strive to reach. These readers are concerned about
image, self-confidence, and are looking to boost up their image. Placing our print advertisement in this magazine
will show these readers how Mentos can help their image and confidence.

People

In Touch magazine is published weekly throughout the United States. It reports
It focuses on celebrities
by giving readers lifestyle tips on how to incorporate celebrities beauty, health and fashion into their lives. This
magazine targets young adults ages 18-34, which directly hits our target market. It is an upbeat magazine that
reaches both women and men with a 70/30 ratio. In Touch readers are always looking to adopt the latest trends
to date. By placing our print advertisement in In Touch magazine, we will be showing readers that Mentos is the
newest and most trending mint on the market, which will promote readers to adopt the trend and purchase the
product.

Circulation: 595,614on what’s new and hot in the Entertainment world.

In Touch
People Magazine is published weekly throughout the United States by both
This magazine reports on the most recent news,
celebrity gossip, and human interest articles. People magazine reaches 12.3 million readers every month, which
is comprised of 70% women and 30% male with an age range of 18-58. The magazine provides readers with
information on various ways to shape their lives for the better. If we placed our print advertisement in People
magazine then readers would help us promote Mentos as the cool, hip, fresh mint on the market.

Circulation: 3,527,541 print and digital media.
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media choices
online and newspaper
Facebook is one the
largest social media
sites in the United
States. Many of the men
and women in our target audience are active on Facebook to
keep in touch with friends and
relatives. Those who frequent
the site more often will have
more exposure to our Skyscraper advertisement.

Pandora is a music streaming
platform that connects bands,
brands and fans through music. Over 78 million people
throughout the United States use Pandora.
It uses a combination of personalized listening experience and precision targeting
to ensure that our message reaches the
right audience at the right time. We hope
that our consumers will be reminded about
Mentos while they are listening to their
favorite tunes.

Amazon.com
is based out of
Seatle, WA, and is the world’s largest
online retailer. This site is extremely popular and is used year-round.
When people shop on Amazon they
are searching for any type of product. Using this Internet site will help
Sunflower Media remind consumers
about Mentos, and will drive them
to immediately purchase Mentos on
Amazon.

Newspaper
We want to use the following newspapers to advertise our brand: New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and USA
Today. Free-standing inserts (FSIs) are stable and they maximize consumer attention and awareness. Every Sunday,
millions of Americans look forward to coupon clipping. We hope that these FSIs will
entice consumers to buy Mentos.
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media choices
Hulu
Hulu is a premium streaming TV destination that offers
the best television programming and movies to over 9
million current subscribers.
We believe that Hulu will be
the perfect media platform
for our :30 second commercial advertisement because
in order for subscribers to
watch their favorite shows
and movies they need to sit
through commercial breaks.
From this advertisement,
consumers will learn that
Mentos is new, cool and
provides them with fresh
breath they can feel confident about.
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online video
Twitter

Twitter is a social networking website where users
can create posts of 140
characters or less, watch
videos, and read posts from
others. We believe that twitter appeals to the majority
of our target market. Having
our Mentos campaign be
promoted on Twitter as a
trending topic will remind
consumers about our brand
and encourage them to buy
Mentos.

Youtube
Youtube is a video sharing website that includes
network and professional
content. It has become a
source for a wide variety of
people to watch and post
videos. This site is used by
the majority of people in the
United States whether it’s
for watching music videos,
funny videos, sports highlights, “how-to” tutorials
or more. Having our video
advertised on Youtube is an
effective way to help Mentos
reach men and women ages
18-34.

media schedule and budget
Schedule

Budget
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Objective: To capture the attention of shoppers and motivate them to purchase Mentos.
Last minute purchases at the supermarket are often persuaded by strategic positioning so
we believe an engaging P-O-P is the best way to raise sales.
Strategy: We will have Mentos-designed stands that the consumers will instantly associate with the brand. The P-O-P display will have a Fresh-o-meter that gauges each consumer’s breath on a Mentos scale. A Mentos tube will rank how stinky or fresh their breath is,
and a tub of Mentos will be placed at the bottom of the display. Overall, the breath test will
engage consumers in a fun way, and encourage them to pick up a pack of Mentos.

e Game
Mentos Maz
Objective: To engage people in a fun and challenging activity that will raise awareness
of Mentos and increase sales as well.
Strategy: The Mentos Maze is an interactive game that will be placed in large cities
throughout the United States. People can walk up to the board and move the Mentos
magnet. If they finish the maze challenge in less than a minute, they will receive an individual Mentos Mint. By embedding our product into a game, we will enable the players
to develop a stronger connection with the brand. We will use the hashtag #mentosinaminute to promote awareness of the game.
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brand activation
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Objective: To create a lasting and personal relationship with consumers that makes them feel
good about Mentos. The Mentos gift should link their happiness of giving or receiving to the Mentos brand.
Strategy: Consumers can thank someone special by submitting a personalized note to mentos.
com. A paper note will be placed on the Mentos wrapper, and the packaged item will be shipped to
the receiver's address. At the bottom of the note, it will say “It’s More than a Mint, It’s a Thank You.”
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Objective: Staples is often frequented by our target market because they can purchase office supplies
to help prepare them for school and work. With the “More Than” contest, we hope to increase consumer
engagement and build an association between Mentos and feeling of being prepared for any situation.
Strategy: The Mentos “More than” Contest will be promoted on the Mentos website, social media, and
on flyers in Staples across the United States. The contest encourages consumers to nominate a boss,
co-worker, classmate or teacher that goes above and beyond their expected duties. On the Mentos website contestants will submit a one page essay that explains why the nominee is “More than.” The three
most inspiring individuals will receive gift certificates to Staples and a limited edition box-set of Mentos
that are called “Mento-rs.”

Flowchart
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evaluation
The main three objectives of Sunflower Media are to increase comprehension of Mentos Mint
by 75%, increase conviction by 60%, and increase sales by 6%. We predict that we will be able
to achieve these objectives with advertisements placed in our carefully selected media vehicles and brand activation techniques. The table and graphs displayed below outline the progress of how comprehension, conviction, and sales will increase throughout our campaign.
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Appendices
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creative brief
Creative Brief
Historical Background:
The founders of Mentos, Michael Van Melle and Pierre Van Melle, came up with the idea of a peppermint
flavored caramel candy on a train ride to Poland in 1932. In Poland, the brothers learned how to produce soft
fruit chews, which lead to the creation of Fruittella. Based on the Fruittella recipe, they were inspired to create a peppermint-flavored candy to be later named Mentos. Mentos are now available in over 100 countries,
with the majority of sales in the United States. Mentos is defined as an exceptionally fresh and chewy mint
that comes in a great variety of exciting mint and fruit flavors. Its signature chewy and round shape combines
taste, freshness and functionality.
Goals:
Marketing Objective: Increase the sales of Mentos by 6%.
Advertising Goals: For our target audience of both men and women ages 18-34, we strive to achieve a 75%
comprehension rate, as well as 60% conviction.
Time Frame: Our campaign will run for 12 months beginning in January 2016 and ending in the December
2016.
Target Market (Who are we talking to?):
The target market for Mentos includes both men and women ages 18-34. This includes a wide range of individuals who are social, fun and driven professionals.
Consumer Insights (What’s important to them?):
Through our research, we discovered that people ages 18-34 purchase mints for fresh breath. We also found
that while people enjoy the chew from gum, they prefer mints in certain situations to avoid loud chewing in
public. From our results, we will position Mentos as a mint that provides a quick chew and fresh breath that
brings instant gratification.
Key Message (What we’ll tell them):
Mentos allows consumers to indulge in a chew that is enjoyable, fresh, and ultimately makes them feel more
confident to tackle life’s daily challenges.
Desired Response:
Sunflower Media wants consumers to think Mentos are fresh, new, cool, and hip. Whether it is the benefit of
fresher breath or the satisfaction of a tasty treat, Mentos should make consumers feel better about themselves.
Competition: Ice Breakers, Life Savers, Tic Tacs, Altoids
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research graphs
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meet the team
Liza Therkelsen is a Junior Integrated Marketing Communications major at Ithaca College. She is a part

of the creative team for Hifashion Studios and a lifeguard at the Ithaca College pool. Born and raised in a suburb
just outside of Boston, she has also spent time living in New Hampshire, London and New York City. She enjoys
finding ways to immerse herself in her community and trying out local restaurants. Liza hopes to eventually work
in an environment that encourages creativity and involves elements of marketing and event planning.

Jessie Fleck was raised in Delmar, New York.

She is a Junior Integrated Marketing and Communications
major and has a minor in mathematics. Jessie is a student-athlete and proud member of the Ithaca College Softball team. During her three years she has participated in a variety of clubs on campus including, American Advertising Federation (AAF), Student Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC), and 180 Degrees Consulting. Jessie is
the original New Girl enthusiast and loves kicking the ball around. In the future she hopes to be happy, healthy,
surrounded by dogs and working in a Marketing firm or Advertising agency.

Rosalyn Moisan is a Junior Integrated Marketing Communications major with a Writing minor at Ithaca
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